We present an information-theoretic approach to lower bound the oracle complexity of nonsmooth black box convex optimization, unifying previous lower bounding techniques by identifying a combinatorial problem, namely string guessing, as a single source of hardness. As a measure of complexity, we use distributional oracle complexity, which subsumes randomized oracle complexity as well as worst case oracle complexity. We obtain strong lower bounds on distributional oracle complexity for the box [−1, 1] n , as well as for the L p -ball for p ≥ 1 (for both low-scale and large-scale regimes), matching worst case upper bounds, and hence we close the gap between distributional complexity, and in particular, randomized complexity and worst case complexity. Furthermore, the bounds remain essentially the same for high-probability and bounded-error oracle complexity, and even for combination of the two, i.e., bounded-error highprobability oracle complexity. This considerably extends the applicability of known bounds.
I. INTRODUCTION
F OR studying complexity of algorithms, oracle models are popular to abstract away from computational resources, i.e., to focus on information instead of computation as the limiting resource. Therefore oracle models typically measure complexity by the number of required queries to the oracle, whose bounds are often not subject to strong computational complexity assumptions, such as P = N P.
We study the complexity of nonsmooth convex optimization in the standard black box model. The task is to find the optimum of a function f , which is only accessible through a local oracle. The oracle can be queried with any point x of the domain, and provides information about f in a small neighborhood of x. This generic model captures the behavior of most first-order methods, successfully applied in engineering [1] , machine learning [2] , image and signal processing [3] , [4] , and compressed sensing [5] , [6] . All these applications require only medium accuracy solutions due to noisy data. Moreover, Manuscript in the era of big data, other general-purpose methods, such as interior-point or Newton-type, are prohibitively expensive. This makes a strong case for using first-order methods, and the black box model has been extensively studied for various function classes and domains such as L p -balls and the box. Most of the lower bounds were established in [7] - [9] . These bound worst-case complexity using the technique of resisting oracles, continuously changing the function f to provide the less informative consistent answers. In particular, for Lipschitz continuous convex functions on the n-dimensional L p -ball for 1 ≤ p < ∞, depending on the accuracy ε, two regimes of interest were established: the high accuracy or low-scale regime, where the dimension n appears as a multiplicative term in the complexity (n log 1/ε), and the low accuracy or large-scale regime, where the complexity (1/ε max{ p,2} ) is independent of the dimension. Interestingly, each of the two regimes has its own optimal method: the Center of Gravity method in the low-scale regime, and the Mirror-Descent method in the large-scale [7] . We provide a unification of lower bounds on the oracle complexity for nonsmooth convex optimization. We will also identify a core combinatorial problem, namely, a string guessing problem, from which we derive all our lower bounds for convex optimization. Thus, we obtain strong lower bounds on distributional oracle complexity in the nonsmooth case, matching all known bounds of the worst-case. In fact, we will even show that these bounds do not only hold in expectation but also with high probability, and even for Monte Carlo algorithms, which provide correct answer only with a bounded error probability.
The core problem will be handled by information theory, which is a natural approach due to the informational nature of oracle models. Information theory has been prominently used to obtain strong lower bounds in other complexity problems as well.
A. Related Work
Our approach through information theory was motivated by the following works obtaining information-theoretic lower bounds on: communication [10] , [11] , data structures [12] , [13] , extended formulations [14] - [16] , streaming computation [17] , and many more. Lower bounds were established for many other classical oracle settings, such as submodular function minimization with access to function value oracles [18] - [20] , however typically not 0018-9448 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
explicitly relying on information theory but rather bounding the randomized complexity by means of Yao's minimax principle. For first-order oracles, algorithms have been proposed [21] , however next to nothing is known about strong lower bounds.
As pointed out to us by an anonymous reviewer, the string guessing problem has already been used for lower bounds on the advice complexity for online combinatorial algorithms [22] . In this work, we use string guessing as a base problem for deriving oracle lower bounds. However, the version of string guessing in [22] is different from ours: One bit must be predicted at a time -with or without advice-and the cost of the solution is the total number of wrongly guessed bits. Further study of the connections between this version of the problem and, e.g., online convex optimization, might be interesting for future research.
For convex optimization, oracles based on linear optimization have been studied extensively and lower bounds on the number of queries are typically obtained by observing that each iteration adds only one vertex at a time [23] - [25] . These oracles are typically weaker than general local oracles.
The study of oracle complexity started with the seminal work [7] , where worst-case complexity is determined up to a constant factor for several function families. (see also [8] , [9] for alternative proofs and approaches). Interestingly, these bounds were extended to randomized oracle complexity at the price of a logarithmic multiplicative gap [7, 4.4. 3 Proposition 2] . The proof of the latter result is somewhat technical, involving various reductions from randomized to deterministic algorithms, together with a union bound on the trajectories of the algorithms: this use of the union bound is essentially the source of the logarithmic gap. On the other hand, our arguments are robust to randomization, due to our focus on the distributional setting. It is nevertheless important to emphasize that most of the function families we employ for lower bounds are either borrowed from or inspired by constructions in [7] .
Recently, the study of lower bounds for stochastic oracles has become a widely popular topic, motivated by their connections with machine learning. Such oracles were first studied in [7] , and for recent lower bounds we refer to [26] and [27] . In this work we do not consider stochastic oracles.
An interesting result in [28] provides a general (worst-case) lower complexity bound for Lipschitz convex minimization in terms of fat shattering dimension of the class of linear functionals where the subgradients lie. As expected, our lower bounds coincide with these fat shattering numbers, but hold under more general assumptions, namely the distributional setting. In a related note, the lower bounds of this paper have been extended to handle more general (a.k.a. non-standard) settings; for these results we refer to [29, Corollary 3.8.1] .
While our lower bounds are obtained in a fashion somewhat similar to those in statistical minimax theory, the key in our approach is actually in estimating what is learned from each obtained subgradient given what has been learned from previous subgradients-in statistical minimax theory, we typically take (random!) samples drawn i.i.d (see [26] for a detailed discussion).
B. Contribution
We unify lower bounding techniques for convex nonsmooth optimization by identifying a common source of hardness and introducing an emulation mechanism that allows us to reduce different convex optimization settings to this setup. Our arguments are surprisingly simple, allowing for a unified treatment.
Information-theoretic framework.
We present an information-theoretic framework to lower bound the oracle complexity of any type of oracle problem.
The key insight is that if the information content of the oracle answer to a query is low on average, then this fact alone is enough for establishing a strong lower bound on both the distributional and the high probability complexity.
Common source of hardness.
Our base problem is learning a hidden string via guessing, called the String Guessing Problem (SGP). In Proposition 6 we establish a strong lower bound on the distributional and high probability oracle complexity of the string guessing problem, even for algorithms with bounded error. These bounds on the oracle complexity are established via a new information-theoretic framework for iterative oracle-based algorithms. We then introduce a special reduction mechanism, an emulation in Definition 7, rewriting algorithms and oracles between different problems, see Lemma 8. This will be the common framework for our lower bounds.
First lower bounds for distributional and highprobability complexity for all local oracles.
First, we establish lower bounds on the complexity for a simple class of first-order local oracles for Lipschitz continuous convex functions both on the L ∞ -box in Theorem 10 and on the L p -ball in Theorem 16.
In Section VI we extend all lower bounds in Theorem 24 to arbitrary local oracles by using random perturbation, instead of adaptive perturbation as done for worstcase lower bounds. A key technical aspect is what we called the Lemma of Unpredictability, which asserts that with probability 1 arbitrary local oracles are not more informative than the simple oracles studied in Sections IV and V when adding random perturbations. The resulting bounds match classical lower bounds on worst-case complexity (see Figure 1 ), but established for distributional oracle complexity, i.e., average case complexity, and high-probability oracle complexity. Finally, our analysis extends to bounded-error algorithms: even if the algorithm is allowed to provide erroneous answer with a bounded probability (e.g. discard a bounded subset of instances, or be correct only with a certain probability on every instance), essentially the same lower bounds hold. Closing the gap between randomized and worst-case oracle complexity.
In the case of the L ∞ -box as well as the L p -ball for 1 ≤ p < ∞, our bounds show that all four complexity measures coincide, namely, high-probability, distributional, randomized, and worst-case complexity. This not only simplifies the proofs in [7] for randomized complexity, but also closes the gap between worst-case and randomized complexity ( [7, 4.4.3 Proposition 2]).
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Convex Functions and Approximate Solutions
In the following, let X be a convex body in (R n , · ) (full dimensional compact convex set). We denote by B p (x, r ) the ball in R n centered at x with radius r in the L p norm,
. Let e i denote the i -th coordinate vector in R n .
We say that a function f : X → R is convex if for all x, y ∈ X and 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1,
We say that f is subdifferentiable at x ∈ X if there exists g ∈ R n such that for all y ∈ X,
In this case, we say that g is a subgradient of f at x, and the set of all subgradients of f at x is called the subdifferential, denoted by ∂ f (x). It should be noted that when f is also differentiable at x, the subdifferential is a singleton, namely ∂ f (x) = {∇ f (x)}. The connection to the differentiable case leads to the interpretation of a subgradient as a proxy for the local behavior of f around x, although in the nonsmooth case the subgradient only provides an underestimate for the function (see Figure 2 ).
Finally, we say that a function f :
Let F be a family of real valued, Lipschitz continuous convex functions on X with Lipschitz constant L w.r.t. · . For each f ∈ F , let f * := min x∈X f (x). Given an accuracy level ε > 0, an ε-minimum of f is a point x ∈ X satisfying f (x) < f * +ε. The set of ε-minima will be denoted by S ε ( f ).
In general, an ε-minimum need not identify f uniquely. However, it simplifies the analysis when ε-minima identify the function instance, as this makes optimization equivalent to learning the instance. We call this the packing property:
Definition 1 (Packing Property): A function family F satisfies the packing property for an accuracy level ε, if no two different members f, g ∈ F have common ε-minima, i.e.,
B. Oracles and Complexity
We analyze the distributional complexity of approximating solutions in convex optimization under the standard black box oracle model, where oracle-based algorithms A have access to the instance f only by querying an oracle O. Our prototypical example is the case of minimization of a convex function by first-order methods: For this we prescribe a class of convex functions F with domain X, and a target accuracy ε > 0. Firstorder methods are based on sequentially querying feasible points on X, where they compute the value and subgradient of f , and use this information to find an ε-minimum. This computational paradigm includes most known methods for continuous optimization, such as Subgradient Descent, Mirror-Descent, Center of Gravity, and the Ellipsoid Method, among others. The motivation behind oracle complexity is to establish which methods are optimal: If the cost of implementing each step of the method is not too high, its number of iterations (that is, the number of oracle calls) is a reasonable proxy for the overall complexity.
Let us now introduce the model. Given a class of convex functions F with domain X, an oracle O provides partial information about an unknown instance from F ; more precisely, given a query x ∈ X the oracle provides an answer denoted by O f (x). When the instance f is clear from the context we shall omit the subscript f .
The considered oracles O are local. We say that O is a local oracle if for all f, g ∈ F that are equal in a neighborhood of x,
is a subgradient of f at x. Note however that not every first-order oracle is local: at non-differentiable points of f a non-local oracle can choose between various subgradients taking into account the whole function f , thereby e.g., encoding an ε-minimum. The requirement of locality allows us to rule out such unnatural situations.
Let A(O) denote the set of deterministic algorithms based on oracle O. Given an algorithm A ∈ A(O), an instance f ∈ F , and target accuracy ε > 0, we denote T A ( f, ε) the minimum number of queries A makes in order to reach an ε-minimum. This way, the worst-case oracle complexity is defined as
Following [7] , randomized complexity is defined as
where (B) is the set of probability distributions on the set B. The interpretation of this notion of complexity is that randomized algorithms have the additional power of private sources of randomness, and can alternatively be seen as a mixture of deterministic algorithms. The measure we will bound in our work is the even weaker notion of distributional complexity
leading to stronger lower bounds: Notice that in this case the algorithm has full knowledge about the instance distribution. We will also bound the high-probability oracle complexity defined as
i.e., it is the number τ of required queries that any algorithm needs for the worst distribution with high probability. It is easily seen that
but it is open for which families F this inequality chain is tight, e.g., whether Yao's min-max principle applies (see e.g., [30] ), as both F and A might be a priori infinite families. However it is known that worst-case and randomized complexity are equal up to a factor logarithmic in the dimension for several cases (see [7, 4.4 .3 Proposition 2]).
C. Algorithm-Oracle Communication and String Operations
For a given oracle-based (not necessarily minimization) algorithm, we record the communication between the algorithm and the oracle. Let Q t be the t-th query of the algorithm and A t be the t-th oracle answer. Thus t := (Q t , A t ) is the t-th query-answer pair. The full transcript of the communication is denoted by = ( 1 , 2 , . . . ), and for given t ≥ 0 partial transcripts are defined as ≤t := ( 1 , . . . , t ) and <t := ( 1 , . . . , t −1 ). By convention, <1 and ≤0 are empty sequences.
As we will index functions by strings, let us introduce the necessary string operations. Let s ∈ {0, 1} * be a binary string, then s ⊕(i) denotes the string obtained from s by flipping the i -th bit and deleting all bits following the i -th one. Let s t denote that s is a prefix of t and s t denote that neither is a prefix of the other. As a shorthand let s| l be the prefix of s consisting of the first l bits. We shall write s0 and s1 for the strings obtained by appending a 0 and 1 to s, respectively. Furthermore, the empty string is denoted by ⊥. In the following we use the shorthand notation [n] := {1, . . . , n}.
D. Information Theory
Notions from information theory are standard as defined in [31] ; we recall here those we need later. From now on, log(.) denotes the binary logarithm and capital letters will typically represent random variables or events. We can describe an event E as a random variable by the indicator function I (E), which takes value 1 if E happens, and 0 otherwise.
The entropy of a discrete random variable A is
This definition extends naturally to conditional entropy H[ A|B] by using the corresponding conditional distribution and taking expectation, i.e.,
Fact 2 (Properties of Entropy): 
III. SOURCE OF HARDNESS AND ORACLE EMULATION
We provide a general method to lower bound the number of queries of an algorithm that identifies a hidden random variable. This method is based on information theory and will allow us to lower bound the distributional and high probability oracle complexity, even for bounded-error algorithms. We apply this technique to the problem of identifying a random binary string, which we call the String Guessing Problem. Finally, we introduce an oracle emulation technique, that will allow us to compare the complexity of different oracles solving the same problem.
A. Information-Theoretic Lower Bounds
We consider an unknown instance F that is randomly chosen from a finite family F of instances. For a given algorithm querying an oracle O, let T be the number of queries the algorithm asks to determine the instance. Of course, the number T may depend on the instance, as algorithms can adapt their queries according to the oracle answers. However, we assume that T < ∞ almost surely, i.e., we require algorithms to almost always terminate (this is a mild assumption as F is finite).
Algorithms are allowed to have an error probability bounded by P e , i.e., the algorithm is only required to return the correct answer with probability 1 − P e across all instances. The latter statement is important as both, being perfectly correct on a 1− P e fraction of the input and outputting garbage in P e cases, as well as providing the correct answer for each instance with probability 1 − P e , are admissible here.
For bounded-error algorithms, the high-probability complexity is the required number of queries to produce a correct answer with probability 1 − P e − o (1) . This adjustment is justified, as a wrong answer is allowed with probability P e .
Lemma 4: Let F be a random variable with finite range F . For a given algorithm determining F via querying an oracle, with error probability bounded by P e , suppose that the useful information of each oracle answer is bounded, i.e., for some constant C > 0, we have
Then, the distributional oracle complexity of the algorithm is lower bounded by
Moreover, for all t we have
In particular, if F is uniformly distributed, then P[T = (log |F |)] = 1 − P e − o(1). Proof: By induction on t we will first prove the following claim
(1)
The case t = 0 is obvious. For t > 0, note that the event T = t is independent of F given ≤t , as at step t the algorithm has to decide whether to continue based solely on the previous oracle answers and private random sources. If the algorithm stops, then = ≤t . Therefore,
obtaining the identity
from which the induction follows. Now, in (1) by letting t go to infinity, P[T ≥ t] will converge to 0, while
(2)
Note that Q i is chosen solely based on <i , and is conditionally independent of F. Therefore, by the chain rule,
Plugging this equation into (2), we obtain
Finally, as the algorithm determines F with error probability at most P e , Fano's inequality [31, Th. 2.10.1] applies
We therefore obtain
and therefore
as claimed.
We will now establish concentration for the number of required queries. For this we reuse (1), the split-up of information up to query t:
which we combine with (3):
Specializing to uniform distributions provides the last claim of the Lemma.
B. Identifying Binary Strings
For a fixed length M we consider the problem of identifying a hidden string S ∈ {0, 1} M picked uniformly at random. The oracle O S accepts queries for any part of the string. Formally, a query is a pair (s, σ ), where s is a string of length at most M, and σ : [|s|] → [M] is an embedding indicating an order of preference. The intent is to ask whether S σ (k) = s k for all k. The oracle will reveal the smallest k so that S σ (k) = s k if such a k exists or will assert correctness of the guessed part of the string. More formally we have: Answer:Smallest k ∈ N so that S σ (k) = s k if it exists, otherwise EQUAL. From Lemma 4 we can establish an expectation and high probability lower bound on the number of queries, even for bounded error algorithms. The key is that the oracle does not reveal any information about the bits after the first wrongly guessed bit, not even involuntarily.
Proposition 6 (String Guessing Problem): Let M be a positive integer, and S be a uniformly random binary string of length M. Let O S be the String Guessing Oracle (Oracle 5). Then for any bounded error algorithm having access to S only through O S , the expected number of queries required to identify S with error probability at most P e is at least
where T is the number of queries.
Proof: We will prove the following claim by induction: At any step t, given the partial transcript <t , some bits of S are totally determined, and the remaining ones are still uniformly distributed. The claim is obvious for t = 0. Now suppose that the claim holds for some t − 1 ≥ 0. The next query Q t := (s; σ ) is independent of S given <t . Let us fix <t and (s; σ ), and implicitly condition on them until stated otherwise. We differentiate two cases.
Case1:The oracle answer is EQUAL. This is the case if and
Thus the oracle answer reveals the bits {S σ ( ) | ∈ [|s|]}, actually determining them.
Case 2:The oracle answer is k. This is the case if and only if s j = S σ ( j ) for all j < k and s k = S σ (k) . Thus the oracle answer reveals {S σ ( ) | ∈ [k]} (the k-th bit by flipping), determining them.
In both cases, the answer is independent of the other bits, therefore the ones among them, which are not determined by previous oracle answers, remain uniformly distributed and mutually independent. This establishes the claim for t , finishing the induction.
We extend the analysis to estimate the mutual information of S and the oracle answer A t . We keep <t and Q t fixed, and implicitly assume T ≥ t, as otherwise Q t and A t don't exist.
For readability, we drop the conditions in the computations below; all quantities are to be considered conditioned on <t , Q t provided T ≥ t.
Let m := H[S] be the number of undetermined bits just before query t. Let K be the number of additionally determined bits due to query Q t and oracle answer A t , hence obviously
The analysis above shows that for all k ≥ 1, a necessary condition for K ≥ k is that s j = S σ ( j ) for the k − 1 smallest j with S σ ( j ) not determined before query t and that these k − 1 smallest j really exist. The probability of this condition is 1/2 k−1 (or 0 if there are not sufficiently many j ) and so in any case we have
Combining these statements we see that,
Now we re-add the conditionals, vary <t , Q t , and take expectation still assuming T ≥ t, obtaining
where T is the number of queries. By 
C. Oracle Emulation
In this section we introduce oracle emulation, which is a special type of reduction from one oracle to another, both for the same family of instances. This reduction allows to transform algorithms based on one oracle to the other preserving their oracle complexity, i.e, the number of queries asked. The crucial result is Lemma 8, which we will apply to emulations of various convex optimization oracles by the String Guessing
An emulation leads to a reduction, since emulated oracles are at least as complex as the emulating ones. 
by definition of the emulation). Finally, the return value of the simulated A 1 is returned.
Obviously, A 2 makes the same number of queries as A 1 for every input, and therefore the two algorithms have the same oracle complexity. This proves that the oracle complexity of O 1 is at least that of O 2 .
IV. SINGLE-COORDINATE ORACLE COMPLEXITY FOR THE BOX
In the following we will analyze a simple class of oracles, called 'single-coordinate', closely mimicking the string guessing oracle. Later, all results will be carried over to general local oracles via perturbation in Section VI.
In this Section and onwards, for convenience, we use the notation ∇ f (x) for an arbitrary subgradient of f at x. It should be noted however this is not necessarily the gradient, as the function may not be differentiable at the point.
Choosing the smallest possible i corresponds to choosing the first wrong bit by the String Guessing Oracle. Not all function families possess a single-coordinate oracle, but maximum of coordinate functions do, and single-coordinate oracles are a natural choice for them. From now on, we will denote singlecoordinate oracles exclusively byÕ.
We establish a lower bound on the distributional and high probability oracle complexity for nonsmooth convex optimization over [−R, +R] n , for single-coordinate oracles.
Theorem 10: Let L, R > 0. There exists a finite family F of Lipschitz continuous convex functions on the L ∞ -ball B ∞ (0, R) with Lipschitz constant L in the L ∞ norm, and a single-coordinate local oracleÕ, such that both the distributional and the high-probability oracle complexity for finding an ε-minimum of a uniformly random instance is n log L R ε . For bounded-error algorithms with error bound P e , the distributional complexity is (1 − P e )n log L R ε , and the high-probability complexity is n log L R ε . In the following we will restrict ourselves to the case L = R = 1, as the theorem reduces to it via an easy scaling argument. We start with the one dimensional case in Section IV-A for a simpler presentation of the main ideas. We generalize to multiple dimensions in Section IV-B by considering maxima of coordinate functions, thereby using the different coordinates to represent different portions of a string.
A. One Dimensional Case
Let X := [−1, 1], we define recursively a function family F on X, which is inspired by the one in [ 
is the left end point of I , and I (+1) is the right end point, and I (0) is the midpoint.
]. The family F = { f s } s will be indexed by binary strings s of length M, where M ∈ N depends on the accuracy and will be chosen later. It is convenient to define f s also for shorter strings, as we proceed by recursion on the length of s. We also define intervals I s and breakpoints b l of the range of the functions satisfying the following properties: (F-1) The interval I s has length 2 · (1/4) |s| .
Motivation: allow a strictly nesting family.
Motivation: instances can be distinguished by its associated intervals. Captures packing property.
Motivation: long prefix determines much of the function. (F-4) The function f s restricted to the interval I s is of the form 
Given f s and I s , we define f s0 and I s0 to be the right modification of f s via I s0 := I s − 1 2 , 0 ; and f s0 :
Similarly, the left modification f s1 of f s is the reflection of f s0 with respect to I s (0), and I s1 is the reflection of I s0 with respect to I s (0). Observe that I s0 , I s1 ⊆ I s and int
This finishes the definition of the f s . Clearly, these functions are convex and Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant 1, satisfying (F-1)-(F-5).
We establish the packing property for F . Lemma 11: The family F satisfies the packing property for M = (1/3) log(1/ε) .
Proof: Note that f S has its minimum at the midpoint of I S , and the function value at the endpoints of I S are at least (1/2) 3M ≥ ε larger than the value at the midpoint. Therefore every ε-optimal solution lies in the interior of I S , i.e., S ε ( f S ) ⊆ int (I S ). Therefore by (F-2), the S ε ( f S ) are pairwise disjoint. Above: right modification; the solid normal line is before the modification, the solid thick line after it. Below: right modification is the solid thick line; left modification is the dotted line.
In the following F ∈ F will be an instance picked uniformly at random. The random variable S will be the associated string of length M so that F = f S and S is also distributed uniformly.
2) Reduction to the String Guessing Problem: We will now provide an oracle for family F that can be emulated by the String Guessing Oracle. As a first step, we relate the query point x with the indexing strings of the functions. At a high level, the lemma below shows the existence of a prefix of the unknown string determining most of the local behavior of the function at a given query point. From this we will prove in Lemma 13 that the oracle answer only reveals this prefix.
Lemma 12: Let x ∈ [−1, +1] be a query point. Then there is a non-empty binary string s with l := |s| ≤ M with the following properties.
(
Every binary string t of length M has a unique prefix p from {s ⊕(1) , . . . , s ⊕(l) , s}. Moreover, f t (x) = f p (x). Proof: Let s 0 be the longest binary string of length less than M, such that x lies in the interior of I s 0 . We choose s to be the one of the two extensions of s 0 by 1 bit, for which f s has the smaller function value at x (if the two values are equal, then either extension will do). Let l := |s|, thus
Note that by the choice of s 0 , the point x is not an interior point of I s unless l = M. By (F-2), the point x is neither an interior point of any of the I s ⊕(1) , . . . , I s ⊕(l) .
To prove (ii), let t be any binary string of length M. The existence and uniqueness of a prefix p of t from the set {s ⊕(1) , . . . , s ⊕(l) , s} is clear. In particular, unless p = t = s and l = M, the point x is not an interior point of I p , hence f t (x) = f p (x) follows from (F-3). When p = t, then
Our construction of instances encodes prefixes in level sets of the instance. The previous lemma indicates that algorithms in this case need to identify a random string, where the oracle reveals prefixes of such string. The following lemma formally shows an emulation by the String Guessing Oracle. Note that P = p(x, O S (q(x)). We claim that p depends on f S only locally around x. First, if f s (x) < f s ⊕(l) (x) then by Lemma 12 (i) f S (x) determines P (and thus p). Otherwise, depending on whether f S is increasing or decreasing around x, we can determine if P l = s l .
Since f S (x) = f P (x) and f S ≥ f P , a valid oracle answer to the query point x is f P (x) as function value and a subgradient ∇ f P (x) of f P at x as ∇ f S (x). Therefore we define the answer emulation as a(x, R) :
This provides a single-coordinate local oracleÕ for the family F (the single-coordinate condition is trivially satisfied when n = 1) that can be emulated by the String Guessing Oracle O S .
The previous lemma together with Lemma 8 leads to a straightforward proof of Theorem 10 in the one dimensional case.
Proof of Theorem 10 for n = 1: Let A be a black box optimization algorithm for F accessing the oracleÕ. As F satisfies the packing property by Lemma 11, in order to find an ε-minimum the algorithm A has to identify the string s defining the function f = f s (and from an ε-minimum the string s can be recovered).
Let F = f S be the random instance chosen with uniform distribution. Together with the emulation defined in Lemma 13, algorithm A solves the String Guessing Problem for strings of length M, hence requiring at least [(1 − P e ) M − 1]/2 queries in expectation with error probability at most P e by Proposition 6. Moreover, with probability 1 − P e − o(1), the number of queries is at least (M). This proves the theorem for n = 1 by the choice of M.
B. Multidimensional Case 1) Construction of Function Family:
In the general n-dimensional case the main difference is using a larger indexing string. Therefore we choose M = (1/3) log(1/ε) , and consider n-tuples s 1 , . . . , s n of binary strings of length M as indexing set for the function family F , and define the member functions via
where the f s i are the functions from the one dimensional case. This way, the size of F is 2 nM . Note that as the f s i are 1-Lipschitz, the f s 1 ,...,s n are 1-Lipschitz in the L ∞ norm, too. We prove that F satisfies the packing property. Lemma 14: The family F above satisfies the packing property for M = (1/3) log(1/ε) .
Proof: As the minimum values of all the one dimensional f s i coincide, obviously the set of ε-minima of f s 1 ,...,s n is the product of its components:
S ε ( f s i ).
Hence the claim reduces to the one dimensional case, proved in Lemma 11.
Let S = (S 1 , . . . , S n ) denote the tuple of strings indexing the actual instance, hence the S i are mutually independent uniform binary strings; and let F = f S 1 ,...,S n .
2) Reduction to the String Guessing Problem: We argue as in the one dimensional case, but now the string for the String Guessing Oracle is the concatenation of the strings S 1 , . . . , S n , and therefore has length nM.
Lemma 15: There is a single-coordinate oracleÕ for family F that can be emulated by the String Guessing Oracle O S with associated string the concatenation of the S 1 , . . . , S n .
Before proving the result, let us motivate our choice for the first-order oracle. The general case arises from an interleaving of the case n = 1. As we have seen in the proof of Lemma 13, for n = 1 querying the first-order oracle leads to querying prefixes. By (F-3), if S is the string defining the function f S , then for any prefix S of S we have f S ≤ f S ; this gives a lower bound on the unknown instance. By querying a point x we obtain such a prefix with the additional property f S (x) = f S (x), which localizes the minimizer in an interval, and thus provides an upper bound on its value. Now, for general n we want to upper bound the maximum as well by prefixes of the hidden strings. In particular, there is no use to querying any potential prefixes u for coordinate i such that f u (x i ) is strictly smaller than the candidate maximum; they are not revealed by the oracle.
The query string for the String Guessing Oracle now arises by interleaving the query strings for each coordinate. In particular, if we restrict the query string to the substring consisting only of prefixes for a specific coordinate i , then these substrings should be ordered by , which is precisely the ordering we used for the case n = 1 as a necessary condition. Thus, a natural way of interleaving these query strings is by their objective function value. Moreover, refining this order by the lexicographic order on coordinates will induce a singlecoordinate oracle.
Proof: Let x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) be a query point. For a family of strings {S i } i regard S as their concatenation, and for notational convenience let S i,h denote the h-th bit of S i . Applying Lemma 12 to each coordinate i ∈ [n], there is a number l i and a string s i of length l i associated to the point x i .
We define the confidence order ≺ of labels (i, h) with i ∈ [n] and h ∈ [l i ] as the one induced by the lexicographic order on the pairs
We restrict to the labels
(there is no use to query the rest of labels, as pointed out above). Let (i 1 , h 1 ), . . . , (i k , h k ) be the sequence of these labels in ≺-increasing confidence order. Let t be the string of length k with t m = s i m ,h m for all m ∈ [k]. We define the query emulation as q(x) = (t, σ ) with σ m := (i m , h m ). Now, when queried with this string the String Guessing Oracle returns the index of the first mismatch. This string corresponds to a prefix of S (in the order given by ≺). To be precise, we define a coordinate j and a prefix p as helper functions in x and the oracle answer for the answer emulation a (with the intent of having f S (x) = f p (x j ) and p a prefix of S j ). If the oracle answer is EQUAL, then we choose j = i k , and set p := s j | h k . If the oracle answer is a number m then we set j := i m and p := s
Analogously as in the proof of Lemma 13, both p and j depend only on x and on the local behavior of f S around x. Moreover, it is easy to see that f S (x) = f p (x j ) and f S (y) ≥ f S j (y j ) ≥ f p (y j )for all y, which means that ∇ f p (x j )e j is a subgradient of f S at x.
We now define the answer emulation
and thus the oracleÕ(x) = a(x, O S (q(x))) is a first-order local oracle for the family F that can be emulated by the String Guessing Oracle. Finally, the single-coordinate condition is satisfied from the confidence order of the queries, which proves our result.
We are ready to prove Theorem 10.
Proof of Theorem 10: The proof is analogous to the case n = 1. However, by the emulation via Lemma 15 we solve the String Guessing Problem for strings of length nM. Thus by Proposition 6 we obtain the claimed bounds the same way as in the case n = 1.
V. SINGLE-COORDINATE ORACLE COMPLEXITY FOR L p -BALLS
In this section we examine the complexity of convex nonsmooth optimization on the unit ball B p (0, 1) in the L p norm Fig. 4 . Unit vectors of maximal L p norm together with the unit Euclidean ball in gray and the unit L p -ball in black. for 1 ≤ p < ∞. Again, we restrict our analysis to the case of single-coordinate oracles. We distinguish the largescale case (i.e., ε ≥ 1/n max{ p,2} ), and low-scale case (i.e., ε ≤ n −1/ max{ p,2}−δ , for fixed δ > 0). (0, 1) , and a single-coordinate local oracleÕ for F , such that both the distributional and the high-probability oracle complexity of finding an ε-minimum under the uniform distribution are 1/ε max{ p,2} . For bounded-error algorithms with error probability at most P e , the distributional complexity is (1 − P e )/ε max{ p,2} , while the high probability complexity is 1/ε max{ p,2} . Remark 17 (The case p = 1): For p = 1, the lower bound can be improved to ln n ε 2 by a nice probabilistic argument, see [7, Sec. 4.4.5.2] .
A. Large-Scale Case
As in the previous section, we will construct a singlecoordinate oracle that can be emulated by the String Guessing Oracle. As the lower bound does not depend on the dimension, we shall restrict our attention to the first M = (1/ε max{ p,2} ) coordinates. For these coordinates, it will be convenient to work in an orthogonal basis of vectors with maximal ratio of L p norm and L 2 norm, to efficiently pack functions in the L p -ball. For p ≥ 2 the standard basis vectors e i already have maximal ratio, but for p < 2 it requires a basis of vectors with all coordinates of all vectors being ±1, see Figure 4 . In particular, in our working basis the L p norm might look different than in the standard basis. We shall present the two cases uniformly, keeping the differences to a bare minimum.
The exact setup is as follows. Let r := max{ p, 2} for simplicity. We define M and the working basis for the first M coordinates, such that the coordinates as functions will have Lipschitz constant at most 1.
Case 1: 2 ≤ p < ∞. We let M := 1 ε p − 1. The working basis is chosen to be the standard basis.
Case 2: 1 ≤ p < 2. Let l be the largest integer with 1/ε 2 > 2 l , and define M := 2 l . Since ε ≥ 1/n 2 , obviously M < 1/ε 2 ≤ n. In the standard basis, the space R 2 has an orthogonal basis of ±1 vectors, e.g ., (1, 1) and (1, −1) . Taking l-fold tensor power, we obtain an orthogonal basis of R M consisting of ±1 vectors ν i in the standard basis. We shall work in the scaled orthogonal basis ξ i := ν i / q √ M, where q is chosen such that 1/ p + 1/q = 1. Note that the coordinate functions have Lipschitz constant at most 1, as ξ i , x ≤ ξ i q x p for all x, and ξ i q = 1.
Clearly in both cases, M ≤ n and M = (1/ε r ), but M < 1/ε r . From now on, we shall use · p for the p norm in the original basis, and · 2 for the 2 norm in the working basis. Note that x p ≤ x 2 if p < 2.
1) Construction of Function Family:
We define our functions f s : B p (0, 1) → R as maximum of (linear) coordinate functions:
where the x i are the coordinates of x in our working basis. We parameterize the family F = { f s : s ∈ {−1, +1} M } via sequences s = (s 1 , . . . , s M ) of signs ±1 of length M. By the above this family satisfies the requirements of Theorem 16. We establish the packing property for F .
Lemma 18: The family F satisfies the packing property. Proof: Let x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) be an ε-minimum of f s . We compare it with
Recall that r = max{ p, 2}. The vector x * lies in the unit L p -ball. This is obvious for p ≥ 2, while for p < 2 this follows from x * p ≤ x * 2 = 1. Therefore, as M < 1/ε r , we obtain for all i ∈ [M]
i.e., s i = −sgn x i . Hence every ε-minimum x uniquely determines s, proving the packing property. Let F ∈ F be chosen uniformly at random, and let S be the associated string of length M so that F = f S and thus S ∈ {−1, +1} M is uniformly distributed.
2) Reduction to the String Guessing Problem: The main idea is that the algorithm learns solely some entries S i of the string S from an oracle answer.
Lemma 19: There is a single-coordinate local oracleÕ that can be emulated by the String Guessing Oracle O S .
Proof: To better suit the present problem, we now use ±1 for the values of bits of strings.
Given a query x, we introduce an ordering ≺ on the set of coordinates {1, 2, . . . , M}: we map each coordinate i to the pair (−|x i |, i ), and take the lexicographic order on these pairs, i.e.,
Let σ (1), . . . , σ (k) be the indices i ∈ [M] put into ≺-increasing order with k the minimum between M and the ≺-first i s.t. x i = 0. Let s be the string of length k with s j = − sgn x σ ( j ) . If x σ (k) = 0, we put s k = +1. (The value −1 would also do.) The query emulation q is defined via q(x) := (s, σ ) . For the remainder of the proof we drop the arguments of these functions and simply write J and p instead of J (x, O S (q(x))) and p(x, O S (q(x) )), respectively to ease readability.
Actually, J is the ≺-smallest index j with f S (x) = S j x j . If j = σ (k) then p = S j ; in the case J = σ (k), the value of p is +1 if f S is partially locally increasing in x in the J -th coordinate, and it is −1 if it is decreasing. In other words, J and p are local. Moreover, f S (x) = px J and f S (y) ≥ py J for all y, therefore pe J is a subgradient of f S at x.
We define the query emulation a via a(x, R) : x,R) ). OracleÕ is defined by the emulationÕ(x) = a(x, O S (q(x))), which is clearly singlecoordinate. ThusÕ(x) is a valid answer to query x.
We are ready to prove Theorem 16
Proof of Theorem 16: The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 10. Given the oracle O in Lemma 19, every black box algorithm A having access to this oracle solves the String Guessing Problem for strings of length M = (1/ε max{ p,2} ) using the String Guessing Oracle only. Hence the claimed lower bounds are obtained by Proposition 6.
B. The Low-Scale Case: Reduction to the Box Case
We show that for small accuracies, the L p -ball lower bound follows from Theorem 10. Before we establish this result, let us observe that for technical reasons the optimal lower bound when 1 ≤ p < 2 will be postponed until Section VI.
Proposition 20: Let 1 ≤ p < ∞, and ε ≤ n − 1 p −δ with δ > 0. There exists a family F of convex Lipschitz continuous functions in the L p norm with Lipschitz constant 1 on the n-dimensional unit Euclidean ball B p (0, 1) , and a singlecoordinate oracle for family F , such that both the distributional and the high-probability oracle complexity of finding an ε-minimum under the uniform distribution is n log 1 ε . For algorithms with error probability at most P e , the distributional complexity is (1 − P e )n log 1 ε and the high probability complexity is n log 1 ε . Proof: The proof is based on a rescaling argument. ⊆ B p (0, 1) and thus by Theorem 10 there exists a family of convex Lipschitz continuous functions with Lipschitz constant 1 (in the L ∞ norm, therefore also in the L p norm), and a single-coordinate oracle for F , with both distributional oracle complexity and high-probability oracle complexity n log 1 ε p √ n = n log 1 ε for large n, where the last equality follows from the fact that for ε ≤ n −1/ p−δ with δ > 0 we have ε p √ n ≤ ε δ 1/ p+δ . For the case of the L p -ball with 1 ≤ p < ∞, we thus close the gap exhibited in Figure 1 for the L p -ball, for 2 ≤ p < ∞, has a nice interpretation when comparing the total entropy of the function families. Whereas in the unit box we could pack up to roughly 2 n log 1 ε instances with nonintersecting ε-solutions, we can only pack roughly 2 1/ε p into the L p -ball. This drop in entropy alone can explain the observed speed up.
We give some intuition by comparing the volume of the unit box with the volume of the inscribed unit L p -ball. Suppose that there are K n ≈ 2 n log 1/ε 'equidistantly' packed instances in the box; this number is roughly the size of the function family used above.
Intersecting with the L p -ball, see Figure 5 for an illustration, we end up with roughly K n V n instances, where V n = (2 (1/ p + 1)) n / (n/ p + 1) is the volume of the unit ball. For the boundary case ε = 1/ p √ n:
i.e., the entropy of the function family in the ball drops significantly, being in line with the existence of fast methdods in this case.
VI. LOWER BOUNDS FOR ARBITRARY LOCAL ORACLES
We extend our results in Sections IV and V to arbitrary local oracles. The key observation is that for query points where the instance is locally linear the subdifferential is a singleton, and thus any local oracle reduces to the the single-coordinate oracle studied in previous sections. Thus, we can prove lower bounds by perturbing our instances in such a way that we avoid singular 1 query points with probability one.
We present full proofs for expected case (distributional) lower bounds, however observe that lower bounds w.h.p. (and with bounded error) follow analogous arguments by averaging on conditional probabilities, instead of conditional expectations.
Before going into the explicit constructions, let us present a useful tool for analyzing arbitrary local oracles. We will show there exists a maximal oracle O such that any local oracle can be emulated by O. This way, it suffices to show lower bounds on O to deduce lower bounds for arbitrary local oracles. More precisely.
Definition 22 (Maximal Oracle): Let F be a family of realvalued functions over a domain X. We define the maximal oracle O as the one that for query x ∈ X provides as answer
where in the expression above the neighborhood B of x possibly depends on g.
By definition, O is a local oracle. Let us now prove the claimed property. For the rest of the section, letÕ be the single-coordinate oracle studied in previous sections, and let O be the maximal oracle. Note that we state the theorems below for an arbitrary local oracle O, but from Lemma 23 w.l.o.g. we may choose for the proofs O to be the maximal oracle.
A. Large-Scale Complexity for L p -Balls
Recall that in Section V-A, different function families were used for the case 1 ≤ p < 2 and 2 ≤ p < ∞. However, the proof below is agnostic to which family is used, by following the notation from (6) .
Theorem 24: Let 1 ≤ p < ∞, ε ≥ 1/n max{ p,2} and let O be an arbitrary local oracle for the family F of convex Lipschitz continuous functions in the L p norm with Lipschitz constant 1 on the n-dimensional unit ball B p (0, 1). Then both the distributional and the high-probability oracle complexity of finding an ε-minimum is (1/ε max{ p,2} ).
For bounded-error algorithms with error bound P e , the distributional complexity is (1 − P e )/ε max{ p,2} , and the high probability complexity is 1/ε max{ p,2} . Before proving this Theorem let us introduce the hard function family, which is a perturbed version of the hard instances in Section V-A. (x + δ) , for a fixed perturbation the subfamily of instances is just a re-centering of the unperturbed ones. We claim that the complexity of this family underÕ is lower bounded by
In fact, consider the ball B p (−δ, r ) (−δ, r ) , then (0, 1) , and thus the complexity ofF over B p (0, 1) can be lower bounded by the complexity of the same family over B p (−δ, r ) (optimization on a subset is easier in terms of oracle complexity). Now observe that the problem of minimizingF over B p (−δ, r ) underÕ is equivalent to the problem studied in Section V-A, only with the radius scaled by r . This re-scaled problem has the same complexity as the original one, only with an extra r factor. Thus,
b) Lower bounds for F under oracle O:
To conclude our proof, we need to argue that oracle O does not provide more information thanÕ with probability 1. Let A be an algorithm and T the number of queries it requires to determine S (which is a random variable in both S and ).
We will show first that throughout its trajectory (X 1 , . . . , X T ), algorithm A queries singular points of f S, with probability zero. Formally, we have Lemma 25 (Of Unpredictability, Large-Scale Case): For an O-based algorithm solving family F with queries X 1 , . . . , X T we define, for t ≥ 0, the set of maximizer coordinates as Proof: We prove by induction that before every query t ≥ 1 the set of 'unseen' coordinates I t c := [M] \ (∪ s<t I s ) is such that perturbations ( i ) i∈I t c are absolutely continuous (w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure). Moreover, from this we can prove simultaneously that
We start from the base case t = 0, which is evident since the distribution on is uniform. Now, since singular points (for all possible realizations of S) lie in a smaller dimensional manifold, then |I 1 | = 1 almost surely. In the inductive step, suppose the claim holds up to t and consider the (t + 1)-th query. Then what the transcript provides for coordinates in I t +1 c are upper bounds for the perturbations i given S i . In fact, from the (t + 1)-th oracle answer all we obtain are S j and j , where j is such that f S, (X t +1 ) = S j X t +1 j + j ; note that such j is almost surely unique among j ∈ I t c , by induction. For the rest of the coordinates i = j we implicitly know
where D i,± are constants depending on (X 0 , . . . , X t +1 ), S j , j , but not depending on any of the other unknowns. Thus, at every iteration we obtain for non-maximizer coordinates upper bounds on the perturbation i , conditionally on the sign of S i . These bounds are such that i = D i,± with probability zero, as the distribution on ( i ) i∈I t c (conditionally on the transcript), which is the one described above, is absolutely continuous. Moreover, by absolute continuity,
proving the inductive step.
Finally, by the union bound
And from the previous argument,
With the Lemma on unpredictability the proof becomes straightforward. We claim that on event E, the oracle answer provided by O can be emulated by the answer provided byÕ on the same point; thus, the trajectory of A is equivalent to the trajectory of some algorithm queryingÕ.
To prove our claim, let O be the maximal oracle for the family of perturbed instances F . We observe that on event E, oracleÕ is as powerful as O, since the oracle answer of O for instance f s,δ is the set { f r,γ : r j = s j , γ j = δ j }, where j is the unique maximizer coordinate of f s,δ on x. Note that this oracle answer can be trivially emulated from the answer byÕ, which is essentially (s j , δ j ).
By the claim we conclude that for all δ excluding the measure zero setĒ,
By averaging over δ we obtain E[T ] ≥ M(1−ε/K ) 2 . By choosing K > 0 arbitrarily large we obtain the desired lower bound.
B. Complexity for the Box
For the box case we will first introduce the family construction, which turns out to be slightly more involved than the one in Section IV. Similarly as in the large-scale case, we first analyze the perturbed family for a fixed perturbation under the single-coordinate oracle, and then we prove the Lemma on unpredictability. With this the rest of the proof is analogous to the large-scale case and thus left as an exercise.
Theorem 26: Let L, R > 0, and let O be an arbitrary local oracle for the family F of Lipschitz continuous convex functions on the L ∞ -ball B ∞ (0, R) with Lipschitz constant L in the L ∞ norm. Then both the distributional and the high-probability oracle complexity for finding an ε-minimum is n log L R ε . For bounded-error algorithms with error bound P e , the distributional complexity is (1 − P e )n log L R ε , and the high-probability complexity is n log L R ε . As in Section IV, w.l.o.g. we prove the Theorem for L = R = 1, and recall that w.l.o.g. O is the maximal oracle.
1) One Dimensional Construction of Function Family:
First we define the perturbed instances for the one dimensional family. The multidimensional family will be defined simply as the maximum of one dimensional functions, as in (4).
We will utilize different perturbations for each level (in the recursive definition) of the function. For this reason, in order to preserve convexity, and in order to not reveal the behavior of lower levels through perturbations, we need to patch the perturbations of consecutive levels in a consistent way.
Given
, and K is a large constant. Note that for K large enough α > 1/e, independently of the values ε ∈ (0, 1] and M ≥ 1; this way, we guarantee that M ≥ 1 4 ln(1/ε) . Once we have defined our function family we justify our choice for these parameters.
Let us recall from Section IV the recursive definition of intervals (I s ) s∈{0,1} M and properties (F-1)-(F-5). We will prove there exists a familyF = { f s,δ : [−1, 1] → R : s ∈ {0, 1} l , 0 < δ i ≤δ, i = 1, . . . , M}, satisfying properties (F-1), (F-2), and the analogues of (F-3)-(F-5) described below (−1 )) = f s,δ (I s (+1)) = b |s|,δ . We consider the perturbed extension given by
We define the new perturbed instance as follows
Note for example that at x = I s (−1/2) the function g s0,δ is continuous, and moreover g s0,δ (x) = b l+1,δ > b l,δ − 1 This way, we guarantee that at the interval I s0 the maximum defining f s0,δ is only achieved by g s0,δ .
The key property of the perturbed instances is the following: Since δ l+1 > 0 then f s0,δ is smooth at I s (−1) and I s (+1), and its local behavior does not depend on δ l+1 , . . . , δ M . Furthermore, for all x ∈ [−1, 1] \ int I δ s , we have f s0,δ (x) = f s,δ (x), from which is easy to prove (G-3).
Finally, observe that properties (F-1), (F-2), (G-4) and (G-5) are straightforward to verify. This proves the existence of our family. Moreover, by construction, the function defined above is convex, continuous, and has Lipschitz constant bounded by 1.
To finish our discussion, let us explain the role of these perturbations, and the choice of parameters. First observe that the definition of g s,δ is obtained by applying two operations to the extension used in Section IV: first we reduce the slope of the extension by a factor α, and then we 'push-down' the function values by an additive perturbation δ |s|+1 (see Figure 6 ). The motivation for the perturbed family is to provide instances with similar structure than in Section IV; in particular, we preserve the nesting property of level sets. The main difference with the perturbed instance is the smoothness at I s (−1), I s (+1): by doing this we hide the behavior (in particular the perturbations) of deeper level sets from its behavior outside the interior of this level set, for any local oracle. In the multidimensional construction the perturbations will have a similar role than in the large-scale case, making the maximizer term unique with probability 1 for any oracle query, as perturbations in different coordinates will be conditionally independent. This process will continue throughout iterations, and the independence of perturbations for deeper level sets is crucial for this to happen.
2) Multidimensional Construction of the Family: As in the unperturbed case, the obvious multidimensional extension is to consider the maximum among all coordinates of the one dimensional instance, namely, for a concatenation of (nM)-dimensional strings {s i : i ∈ [n]}, s, and concatenation of (nM)-dimensional vectors
a) Lower bound for fixed perturbation under oracleÕ: Note that from (F-1) and (G-5) the packing property is satisfied when M = 1 3−ln α ln(1/ε) . Next, emulation by the String Guessing Problem comes from analogous results to Lemmas 12 and 15, considering the obvious modifications due to the perturbations, and whose proofs are thus omitted. This establishes the lower bound (n log(1/ε)). b) Lower bounds for F under oracle O: Similarly as in the large-scale case, the fundamental task is to prove that w.p. 1 at every iteration the information provided by O can be emulated by the single-coordinate oracleÕ studied earlier.
For this, we will analyze the oracle answer, showing that for any nontrivial query the maximizer in (7) is unique w.p. 1. The role of perturbations is crucial for this analysis. With this in hand, the lower bound comes from an averaging argument analogous the large-scale case.
Lemma 27 (of Unpredictability, Box Case): Let ≺ be the lexicographic order defined in (5) . For an O-based algorithm solving family F with queries X 1 , . . . , X T let the set of maximizer coordinates be
for t ≤ T , and J t = ∅ otherwise. For a query t ≤ T let the ith depth l i be such that (i, l i ) is ≺-maximal among elements of J t −1 with first coordinate i . Finally, let J t c := {(i, l) :
Then the distribution of ( i,h ) J t c conditionally on ( <t , Q t ) is absolutely continuous. Moreover, after the oracle answer A t , w.p. 1 either we only obtain (inexact) lower bounds on some of the i,h , or J t is a singleton.
Proof: For t < T , let the active set be defined as
We prove the Lemma by induction on t. The case t = 1 clearly satisfies that (I i,l ) (i,l)∈[n]×[M] is absolutely continuous. Next, after the first oracle call, there are two cases: first, if the query lies outside the active set I 1 , then after the oracle answer all what is learnt are lower bounds on the perturbations (this since the instance behaves as an absolute value function of the maximizer coordinates); by absolute continuity these lower bounds are inexact w.p. 1. If the query lies in I 1 then since the perturbations are absolutely continuous, and since (for all possible realizations of S) the set where the maximizer is not unique is a smaller dimensional manifold, the maximizer in f S, is unique w.p. 1. In this case all bits preceding this maximizer in the ≺-order are learnt, and potentially some perturbations for these bits as well.
Next, let t ≥ 1, and suppose the Lemma holds up to query t. Then we know that ( i,h ) J t c is absolutely continuous, conditionally on ( <t , Q t ), and that the oracle answer A t is such that w.p. 1 either we only obtain (inexact) lower bounds on some i,h , or J t is a singleton. In the first case, ( i,h ) J t c remains absolutely continuous (since lower bounds are inexact), so clearly the statement holds true for t + 1. In the case J t is a singleton, note that ( i,h ) (i,h)∈J t+1 c remains independent and uniform by construction of the function family. This way, by performing the same analysis as in the base case over the set n i=1 I s i | l i +1 we conclude that the Lemma holds for t + 1.
Let us define the set
By the previous Lemma, P[E] = 1. It is clear that on event E, oracle O can be emulated byÕ by following an analogous approach as in Section VI-A. It is left as exercise to derive from this the lower complexity bound (n log(1/ε)), and its variants for expectation, high probability, and bounded error algorithms.
3) The Low-Scale Case: Reduction to the Box When 1 ≤ p < 2: Finally, as a consequence of our strong lower bounds for arbitrary oracles on the box we derive optimal lower complexity bounds for low-scale optimization over L p balls for 1 ≤ p < 2 Proposition 28: Let 1 ≤ p < 2, and ε ≤ n − 1 2 −δ with δ > 0. There exists a family F of convex Lipschitz continuous functions in the L p norm with Lipschitz constant 1 on the n-dimensional unit Euclidean ball B p (0, 1) such that for any local oracle for family F , both the distributional and highprobability oracle complexity of finding an ε-minimum under the uniform distribution is n log 1 ε . For algorithms with error probability at most P e , the distributional complexity is (1 − P e )n log 1 ε and the high probability complexity is n log 1 ε . Proof: This proof is based on convex geometry and it is inspired by [32] .
Let ε ≤ 1/n 1/2+δ and X := B p (0, 1). By Dvoretzky's Theorem on the L p -ball [33, Th. 4.15] , there exists a universal constant α ∈ (0, 1) (i.e., independent of p and n), such that for k = αn there exists a subspace L ⊆ R n of dimension k, and a centered ellipsoid E ⊆ L such that
Let {γ i (·) : i = 1, . . . , k} be linear forms on L such that E = {y ∈ L : k i=1 γ 2 i (y) ≤ 1}. By the second inclusion above, for every i ∈ [k] the maximum of γ i over X ∩ L does not exceed 1, whence, by the Hahn-Banach Theorem, the linear form γ i (·) can be extended from L to R n with its maximum over X not exceeding 1. In other words, there exist k vectors g i ∈ R n , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that γ i (y) = g i , y for every y ∈ L and g i p p−1 ≤ 1, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Now consider the linear mapping x → Gx := ( g 1 , x , . . . , g k , x ) : R n → R k .
The operator norm of this mapping induced by the norms · p on the domain and · ∞ on the codomain does not exceed 1. Therefore, for any Lipschitz continuous function f : R k → R with Lipschitz constant 1 in the · ∞ norm, the functionf : R n → R defined byf (x) = f (Gx) is Lipschitz continuous with constant 1 in the L p norm. We claim (postponing its proof) that the complexity of Lipschitz continuous functions in the L p norm on X ⊆ R n is lower bounded by the complexity of Lipschitz continuous functions in the L ∞ norm on B ∞ 0, 1
. We conclude that the distributional and high probability oracle complexity of the former family is lower bounded by k log 1
for large n, since for ε ≤ n −1/2−δ with δ > 0 we have ε √ n ≤ ε δ 1/2+δ . We finish the proof by proving the claim: let G be the subfamily of Lipschitz continuous functions with constant 1 for the L ∞ norm given by (7) , defined on the box B ∞ (0, 1/(2 √ k)) of R k , and let F be the respective family of 'lifted' instancesf : R n → R, which are Lipschitz continuous functions with constant 1 for the L p norm, defined on the unit ball B p (0, 1) of R n .
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